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About This Game

You don't need to have played the first Spaceman Sparkles game (it's terrible
anyway) I'm pretty much just counting so I'll reach Sparkles 64 one day!

Spaceman Sparkles 2 is a frantic and groovy bullet-hell that takes place in a thumpin' disco universe. Calm your nerves with the
sick beats by Aeroloid (and a chippy guest track by Death M.D.) in this painfully difficult shooter, you'll be begging for mercy

while bobbing your head to the beat. Equipped with a rave gun, teleportation boots and giant hammers, you'll lead Sparkles
through space and time to defeat mysterious beings of light, collect the 24 glowsticks of legend and retrieve his stolen throne in

this grueling adventure.

"You'll never shine if you don't glow." - Typo

"스트레스 받기에 딱 좋은 게임입니다." - User review.
(Perfect game to receive stress.)*

*translation correctness pending

Key Features:

Collect 6 items, 24 glowsticks, and 6 worm hats?
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Fight 15+ bosses!

Explore space!

Pretty badges and clean emoticons.
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Title: Spaceman Sparkles 2
Genre: Action
Developer:
tjern
Publisher:
tjern
Release Date: 20 May, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or later

Processor: Dual Core 2.30GHz

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: HD 5570

Storage: 25 MB available space

Additional Notes: You could probably run this on worse builds, but no promises.

English
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This is my favorite "COG" yet. Tehe story is compelling and seems to offer you a variety of variations on the story and I expect
a few different endings. I enjoyed the combat choices and descriptions and excitement of the choices. I was happy to see that
there are some romance options but they don't get in way of the plot. I'd give it a chance if you are at all interested.. Beautiful
and very good map. Reminds me "The House of Cards" mission in Blood Money. Good job, but Sapienza still the best.. I'm
really not great at making 3D models and tools like Blender and Maya were overwhelming. Verto Studio is far more
approachable, and the VR version is awesome. I was able to learn a lot of new things about 3D modeling from this app, and
from the videos that the creator has on YouTube: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/user\/VertoStudio3D
. So a classic game that those of us that played it when it was new will need no introduction to, but will probably be of limited
interest to those new to it given how old and crotchety it is. It runs seemingly fine (in DOSBox), at least I didn't encounter any
issues in the couple of hours I played so far, so if you want to relive (or continue) old adventures in conquering medieval
England and Wales, go ahead.

For those new to the title a brief overview - you start off with one county under your control and a couple of hundred peasants, a
few sacks of grain and some cows, and from that you need to build an economy to arm and support the armies you will need to
go out conquering. It is recommended to turn the economy down to easy because normal is fairly authentic in that a couple of
bad seasons for weather (or plague breaking out) can seriously set you back, so you probably need the leeway while learning the
mechanics.

Season by season you will need to assign your peasants to different jobs - tending flocks of sheep, looking after and milking
cows, sowing and harvesting grain, tending fields, mining iron ore, cutting down lumber, building castles, smithing weapons and
armour, and cutting stone. The agricultural jobs shift from season to season, so for example you need more farmers when
sowing or harvesting the grain than the rest of the year.

The other jobs also have a foible - peasants assigned build up experience and become more effective the longer they do the
same job, so you often have to weigh up carefully whether it is worth losing experience miners to sow\/harvest more crops this
year, etc. You also have to decide on the agricultural front how much to develop each of the 3 crops\/livestocks using the limited
amount of fields - grain is the most productive for food, but is more weather dependant (risky) and causes a big flux in the
number of workers you have spare depending on the season. Cattle gives a constant food source (via dairy), as well as the ability
to eat them in an emergency, or once your fields are crowded. Sheep can similarly be eaten in the same situations, but instead of
the food from dairy you instead get wool to sell to traders when they come by.

Once you have your economy up and running you can start making or buying armour and weapons to create an army to conquer
your neighbours - initially they will be neutral counties with usually all peasant armies, but there are also the five competing
lords who tend to have more formidable armies. If your armies meet, or you try to conquer a county (attacking the county town
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or a castle as appropriate) you go into a pausable real time battle segment where you can manuevre and engage the enemy troops
(or autocalc if you prefer).

Essentially you can see this game as a very, very early Total War type game - turned based meta game on the world map to build
up your economy and forces, leading to tactical battles in real time. Now the interest here is opposite to TW - the main map is
fairly interesting (if you are into this sort of thing), with lots of tough decisions to weigh up of when and what to build\/work on,
whereas the battles are fairly finicky and hard to usefully control your troops to do anything than a massive scrum and whoever
has the most\/best equipped units tends to win (although there are some rock\/paper\/scissors benefits to certain troop types over
each other).

Still this is an old game - so don't expect much help or hand holding while you learn the game - it is from the era where you
were expected to read through the manual first, rather than easing you into a game learning concepts one by one via tutorials or
easy intros. The hardest part of most LotR games is the first few years while you build up your initial counties economy, and
one early mistake can set you back years, especially on normal economic difficulty.

Even if this isn't you thing, if it is close consider LotR 2 - which simplifies the economy slightly (no experience for non-
agricultural workers, no sheep), which has its pros and cons, but also makes the interface and management of your burgeoning
kingdom much easier, and far improves the combat system.. I did not play for long, but it just didn't feel good. The controls
were bad and the visuals are meh. I don't recommend it. Thumbs up! Community servers work well and are more stable than
official ones. It is like conan and ark but in wild west. Good graphics. i recommend!. Review for people that do not like
repetive/constant crafting....If you are not a fan of constantly returning to a paticular area for crafting items constantly just to
progress you will not like it...No actull item drops besides what you start out with...Just componets and material to make them.
The rest of the game is nice & I don't mind some craftiing at all but that crafting is just too repetitive & takes me out of the
story to much ... I watched SweViver's YouTube Video on this Game and I was Sold...Purchased while on Sale!
Note: I'm Not A Serious Golfer...But, I do pretty well overall... VR Everyday Golf is Fun!
Pros: -Beautiful Graphics
  - Cool Replay Screen
  - Information Screens Look Sharp and Easy to Read
  - Alot of Fun Courses to Play!

Cons: - Controls need improving... Not Realistic Feeling...

  I Enjoyed Playing this Game and Hopefully Once The Controls get Worked Out! It will be even
  more Enjoyable! Rather, it is Raining,Snowing, Or Too Hot OutSide...I Can Play Golf
  Everyday! via VR Everyday Golf! :-). Somehow even worse lovestory than twilight.

That's some kind of achievement though.
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Imagine this if you will. Me, a wee lad finds a game on Amazon for $5 that looks fun, and thus buys said game for $5. That
game was Crashday, wee me plays the everloving♥♥♥♥♥♥out of Crashday until one fateful day a dastardly scratch on the CD.
Anguish. Disgust. Irate.♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥ All words to describe my feelings when I lost Crashday. Cut forward many years and
BOOM I spied with my little eye Crashday Redline Edition on Steam. I buy that♥♥♥♥♥♥ Anticipation fills me as I watch that
little blue bar grow and grow, until, BOOM its done. As I launched the game feelings that were locked away in a mind vault
were unleashed to the world, much in the same way as Pandora's box but with less bad stuff. And thus history was born as I
played my little heart away, never expecting to ever play Crashday again. And that, children, is the end of my tale.. So I've
played the game, and had issues with 3 of the achievements not registering after completing the task, specifically for the Master
of Shadows task. I watched the "prompt" which stated I completed it, but when it steam, there was no credit to the task. This put
a "bad taste in my mouth" and felt like I was just "going through the motions" to finish the game. The game is beautiful, but not
happy with the gameplay.. Love this Game, Could of got it for free but i paid for it and gave my free key away because i think
the Devs deserve the cash for all the hard work.
I love streaming this whenever i do everyone always asks what game it is because its so much fun.
The choice of weapons, the humor which is so typically British and the details that have gone into making this are all top notch.
I love it i think you will too.
. Overpriced but I got it for $15 which is reasonable. Online works great if you meet someone with a quality connection. For
some reason most of the achievements are for offline-only. King of Dragons is the best of what's here.. Interesting themes. Still
a bit rough around the edges - but has a lot of potential. Basically if you want to experience this game properly at the moment,
you should get a few friends together and use PLAY ONLINE from the main menu. This will put you in a forest map where you
can each start building your own bases using 'B' as default bind. Then you defend \/ battle (usually for an item). First team to 16
rounds wins.

PROS:
*Base building
*Great original artwork (Steampunk weapons \/ mech bot)
*Online capabilities \/ multiplayer
*Open world \/ sandbox environments
*Dedicated servers provided by developers
*Free soundtrack (very unique..i like it)

CONS:
*Certain areas FPS drop
*Needs proper bind options (have to use console for now)
*Grenade glitches \/ animations
*Water glitches
*Other gameplay bugs

This game is early access so, these things should be fixed by the time the campaign mode is out.
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